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Abstract
In this paper, we study the position value for games in which partial
cooperation exist, that is based on a union stable coalition system. The
concept of óasis is introduced for these systems, allowing for a definition of
the position value. Moreover, an axiomatic characterization of the position
value is provided for a specific class of union stable systems. Conditions
under which convexity is inherited from the underlying game to the conjerence gnme, and the position value is a core vector of the restricted game are
provided.
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Introduction

In cooperative game theory, partial cooperation assumes that the formation of
coalitions is restricted. Several models of partial cooperation have been proposed,
among which are those derived from communication situations as introduced by
Myerson [4]. This line of research was continued by Owen [8], van den Nouweland
and Borm [6], Borm, Owen and Tijs [1], van den Nouweland, Borm and Tijs [7],
and Potters and Reijnierse [9].
In Myerson's model, the bilateral relations among the players are represented
by means of an undirected graph and the feasible coalitions are those that induce
connected subgraphs. However, partial cooperation can not always be modelled
by a graph, so the communication model has been generalized in several directions, for instance towards conference structures by Myerson [5] and hype~rgraph
communication situations by van den Nouweland, Borm and Tijs [7].
In this article, we study partial cooperation structures, which satisfy the following property: Given any two feasible coalitions with a non-empty intersection,
the union is another feasible coalition. This type of feasible coalition systems will
be called union stable systems. In the partial cooperation context, this condition
means that if two feasible coalitions have common elements, these ones will act
' Escuela Superior de Ingenieros, Camino de los Descubrimientos s~n, 41098 Sevilla, Spain.
E-mail: mbilbao(amatinc.us.es
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as intermediaries between the two coalitions in order to establish meaningful cooperation in the whole group. A particular case of union stable systems are the
communication situations.
Section 2 provides the formal definition of a union stable system, and the
notions of basis and supports. In section 3, we first introduce the ,~-restricted
games and the confemnce games. The position value for games on union stable
systems is defined, it is derived from the Shapley value of the conference game.
This value was first introduced for communication situations by Meesen [3], and
later, Borm, Owen and Tijs (1J gave an axiomatic chazacterization for the position
value on the subclass of communication situations for which the communication
graphs do not contain cycles. In this paper, this axiomatic characterization for
the position value is generalized.
In section 4, the conditions under which the convexity is inherited from the
underlying game to the conference game are investigated. For that, first a characterization of convexity in cooperative games due to Shapley [11] is extended.
Moreover, we show that under these same conditions the position value is in the
core of the restricted game.

2

On the basis of a union stable system

DeHnition 1 Let N- { 1, 2, ..., n} 6e a finite set of players and .~ C 2N a
collectíon of feasióle coalitions. The set system ,~ is called union stable íf for all
A, B E.~ with A n B~ 0 it is satisftied thnt A U B E.~.
A communication situation is a triple (N, v, E), where (N, v) is a game and
(N, E) is a graph. It is easy to see that the collection .E, defined by
.T -{S C N:(S, E(S)) is a connected subgraph of (N, E)},
is a union stable system. Notice that a union stable system can not always be
modelled by a communication situation. For example, let N-{1, 2, 3, 4} and
.E -{ 0, {1}, {2}, {3}, {4}, { 1, 2, 3}, {2, 3, 4}, N}. This family is union stable, but
does not coincide with the connected subgraph family of any graph.
Let .~ be a union stable family and G C,~. We define inductively the families
Glol - G, Qlnl -{S UT : S,T E 91n-11, S nT ~ 0}

(n - 1, 2, ...)

Notice that Glol C~1n-11 C Glnl C,T, since C~ C,~ and .~ is union stable.
The inductive process is finite because ,~ is finite.
Definition 2 Let ,~ be a union stable syste~m, and let G C,~. We define the
closure ~ 6y G- Glkl, where k is the smallest integer such that C~lktll -~lkl.
For any S E.~, {S} -{S}, the collection G is union stable, and .E -.~.
Example 1. Let N- { 1, 2, 3, 4} and consider the union stable family given by:
.~- {{1},{3},{1,2},{2,3},{2,4},{1,2,3},{1,2,4},{2,3,4},N}.
For the collection G-{{1, 2} ,{2, 3} ,{2, 4}}, note that
9~11-{{1,2},{2,3},{2,4},{1,2,3},{1,2,4},{2,3,4}},
~1~1-G- {{1,2},{2,3},{2,4},{1,2,3},{1,2,4},{2,3,4},N}.
2

Let ,F be a union stable system and ~ C.F. If G is union stable, there can
be feasible coalitions which can be written as the union of two feasible coalitions
with a non-empty intersection. So, we can consider the following set:

D(G)-{GE~ : G-AuB, A~G, B~G, A,BEG, AnB~O}.
Note that D(C~) is composed of those feasible coalitions which can be written
as the union of two distinct feasible coalitions with a non-empty intersection.
Definition 3 Let .F be a union staóle system. The set B(.F) -.F `D (.F) , is
called the basis of .F. and the elements of B(.F) are called supports of .F.
Example 2. Let .N -{ 1, 2, 3, 4} and consider the union stable system
.T - {{1},{2},{3},{4},{1,2},{1,3},{3,4},{1,2,3},{1,3,4},{2,3,4},{1,2,3,4}}.
Clearly, the set D(.F) -{{ 1, 2, 3}, { 1, 3, 4}, { 1, 2, 3, 4}} hence the basis is
B (.F) - {{1},{2},{3},{4},{1,2},{1,3},{3,4},{2,3,4}}.
By construction, the basis B(,F) of .F is unique, non-empty if ~ is non-empty,
and satisfies the following properties.

(a) If 0 E .F, then 0 E B(.F).
(b) If { j} E .F, for some j E N, then {j} E B(.F).

(c) If S E.F is a minimal element in (.F, C), then S E B(.F).
(d) Let S E.F, ~S~ ~ 1. If for all T E 2S n.F, ~T~ E{0,1, ~S~}, then S E B(.F) .
In particular, if S E.F and ~S~ c 2, then S E B(.F).
Proposition 1 Let .F be a unàon stable system. The map cp : 2~ -~ 2~, defined
by cp (G) - G is a closure operator, i.e.,
(a) For nll G E 2~, ~ C ~p (G).
(b) The relation Q C R C,F implies ~p (G) C ~p (R).
(c) For all CJ E 2~, cp (cp (rj)) - cp (CJ).
This result assures that (,F, cp (2~) ), where cp (2s) -~cp (G) : G E 2f }, is a
closure space. l~om now on the closure space (.F, ~p (2~) will be denoted by
(.F, -) and the elements of cp ~2f) will be called closed. We can obtain:
Proposition 2 Let (.F, -) be the above closure space, and ~ E 2s.
closed if and only if G is union stable.

Then, ~ ás

Next, we provide two characterizations of the basis of a union stable system.
Proposition 3 Let .F 6e a union stable system and B (.F) the basás of .F. Then
B(.F) is the minimal subset of .F such that B (.F) -.F.
Proof. We first prove that B(.F) -.F. We have that B(.F) C.F, since
B(.F) C.F and .F is union stable. .In order to prove the reverse inclusion,
we use induction on the number of elements of feasible coalitions in .F. Clearly,
the minimal elements in (.F, C) belong to the basis and hence to B(.F). Now,
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suppose F E B(.F) for all F E .F with ~F~ G p. Then, given F E.F with ~F~ - p,
we have either F E B(.F) or F~ B(.F). In the first case F E B(.F). Otherwise,
F E D(.F) and hence, there are two feasible coalitions S,T E.F, S~ F, T~ F,
Sf1T ~ 0 such that SUT - F. By using the induction hypothesis, since ~S~ c p
and ~T~ C p, we have that S,T E B(.F), and the union stability implies that
F- S U T E B(.F). Finally, we note that B(.F) is a minimal subset of .F such
that B(.F) -.F by construction.
p
Proposition 4 Let .F be a union stable system and G C.F union stable. Then,
with e~ (G) :- {G E G: G`{G} is union stable} it holds that e~ (~) - B(~) .
Proof. We first prove ex (G) C B(G). As B(G) - G, G is the smallest union
stable system that contains B(G). Let G E ex (G). Then G`{G} is union stable.
If G ~ B(~), then B(G) C G`{G} C G and hence ~C would not be the smallest
union stable system that contains B(G).
It remains to prove that B(G) C ex (C
~). For this, let B E B(Q). We show
that G`{B} is union stable. Indeed, let S,T E G`{B}, with S f1 T~ 0. Since
G is union stable, S U T E G. On the other hand, S U T~ B since S U T- B
would imply B~ B(C~). Hence, S U T E~`{B}.
O
The closure space (.F, -) is a conve~ geometry (see Edelman and Jamison [2])
sínce, if G C,F is union stable, then ex (G) - B(G) - C.
Definition 4 Consider C~ C 2N and let S C N. A set T C S is called a C~component of S if it is satisfted that T E G and there exists no T' E G such that
TCT'CS.
The G-components of S are the maximal coalitions that belong to C~ and are
contained in S. We denote by Cg(S) the set of the G-components of S. Observe
that the set Cg(S) may be the empty set.
Remark 1. Let (N, v, E) be a communication situation and
.F -{S C N:(S, E(S)) is a connected subgraph of (N, E)}.
In thís situation, the .F-components of any coalition S C N are the connected
components of the subgraph ( S, E(S)) and form a partition of S. Moreover, the
collection {B E B(.F) : ~B~ 1 2} consists of the edges of graph (N, E).
Proposition 5 The system ,F C 2N is union stable if and only if for any S C N
such that C,~(S) ~ 0, the ,F-components of S form a partition of a subset of S.
Proof. Let .F be union stable. Let Sl, S2, Sl ~ SZ, be maximal feasible
coalitions of S. If Sl fl S2 ~ 0, then Sl U S2 E.F since .F is union stable and
Sl U S2 C S. This contradicts the fact that Sl and SZ are ,F-components of S.
Conversely, assume for any S such that Cf(S) ~ 0, that its .F-components
form a partition of a subset of S. Suppose that .F is not union stable, then there
are A, B E.F, with A fl B ~ 0 and A U B~.F. Hence, there must be an.Fcomponent Ci E C,f-(AUB), with A C Cl and an.F-component C2 E C,~(AUB),
with B C Cz such that Cl ~ C2. This contradicts the fact that the .F-components
of A U B are disjoint.
p
4

Notice that in general the ,F-components of S do not form a partition of S,
but if .F is a uníon stable system such that {i} E.F, di E N, then they do.
Now, some relations between .F-components, feasible coalitions, and supports of
a union stable system are studied, which are used in the next sections.
Proposition 6 Let ,F 6e n union stable system and B(.F) its basis. Then
(a) If N~.F, we deftne the partition {Ci1, Liz, ... , Cip} of the óasis B(.F) by
Cit-{BEB(.F):BCN;,N;ECf-(N)}.
Then, forallBECi;,B EBy,
with i~ j, 1 G i, j C p, we have B fl B~ - 0.
(b) Let Z C B(,F), ,~ C B(,F) such that for all B E Z and for all B~ E 9, we
have B f1 B~ - 0. Then
(i) For all S E Z and for all S~ E.7, S fl S~ - 0.
(ii) ZU,~-ZU,7.

(iii) CZ~~(N) - CT(N) UCj(N).
Proposition 7 Let .F 6e a union stable system and B(,F) its óasis. Let F E.F
with ~F~ ~ 2. Then. F can be wrátten as a union of supports of size at lenst two.
Proof. It is clear that F is a union of supports B;, i E I, with non-empty
intersections. If ~B~~ - 1, there is Bk, k E I, k~ j such that Bk f1 B~ ~ 0, and
hence B~ C Bk and ~Bk~ ~ 2. Therefore F can be written as a union of supports
of size at least two with a non-empty intersection.
o
3

The position value: properties and axiomatization

We now consider the .F-restricted game and the confe~nence game, derived from
a cooperative game and a union stable system .F.
Definition 5 Let ( N, v) be n coopemtive game in coalitional form and ,F C 2N
a union stable system. The .F-restricted game v~ : 2N ~ IIP, is de,fined by
v~(S) - ~Tec~(s) v(T)~
The .F-restricted game measures the economic values of the coalitions assuming that the entire cooperation structure given by ,F can be considered. Thus, the
.F-restricted game focuses on the role of a player in creating economic possibilities
and establishing meaningful communication among the players.
Definition 6 Let (N, v) be n cooperative game and .F C 2N a unàon stable system. Let Ci be the basis of .F and C-{B E Li : ~B~ ~ 2}. The conference gnme
is the game (C, v~~ where v~ : 2c ~ IIt, is defined by v~ (A) - vA(N).
The game ( C, v~~ is well defined since for each A C C, its closure Á is a union
stable system. The conference game measures the economic value of the grand
coalition when specific parts of the cooperation structure are considered. Note
that if the game ( N,v) is zero-normalized, i.e., v({i}) - 0 for all i E N, then
v~ (C) - v~(N) - v~(N).
Remark 2. Let (N, v, E) be a communication situation. The family .F, defined
by ,F -{S C N :(S, E(S)) is a connected subgraph of (N, E)}, is a union stable
5

system. The two above definitions extend the point game and the arc game
respectively. The arc game was introduced by Borm, Owen, and Tijs [1J, and for
this situation we have that C- {{i, j} :{i, j} E E}.
A union stable cooperation structure is a triple (N, v„F) where N- { 1, ..., n}
is the set of players, (N, v) is a game v: 2N -~ ILP with v(~) - 0, and .F a union
stable system. For convenience, we assume from now on that the underlying
game (N, v) is zero-normalized.
The position value for graph communication situations was first introduced
in Meesen [3J and studied in Borm, Owen and Tijs [1J. This value was extended
to hypergraphs communication situations in van den Nouweland, Borm and Tijs
[7]. Now, this value will be defined in a union stab}e cooperation structure, by
assigning to each support its Shapley value in the conference game and then
dividing the value of each support equally among its participants.
Let (N,v,.F) be a union stable cooperation structure. On C C,(3, we have
defined the game (C, v~~ that is called the conference game. Therefore, we can
consider the Shapley value associated to the game (C, vc~, 4í ~C, vc~ E IItc.
Deflnition 7 Let (N,v,.F) 6e a union stnble coopemtíon structure. Fori E N
the position value ~; (N,v,,F) is given by

~i (N, v, ~) - ~ C ~c (C,v~) ,
cEC, I I
where C; -{C E C: i E C}, denotes the set of all supports with at least two
players in which i participates.
Example 3. Let N- {1,2,3,4} and .F - {{1},{1,2,3},{2,3,4},N}. Then
13- {{1},{1,2,3},{2,3,4}}, and C-{{1,2,3},{2,3,4}}. Let v: 2N -~ Il2 be
the game defined by v(0) - 0, v(S) - ~S( - 1, for all non-empty S C N. Thus,
v~(S) - ~S[ - 1, if S E.F, and v~(S) - 0, otherwise. The conference game is

A cC
{{1,2,3}}
{{2,3,4}}
{{1,2,3},{2,3,4}}

A
{{1,2,3}}
{{2,3,4}}
{{1,2,3},{2,3,4},{1,2,3,4}}

C-(N)
{{1,2,3}}
{{2,3,4}}
{{1,2,3,4}}

v(A)
2
2
3

The Shapley values are 4'{i,2,s} (C, v~~ - ~{z,s,a} (C, vc~ - 3f2, hence the
position value is n (N, v,.F) -(1~2,1, 1, 1~2) .
The set of all union stable cooperation structures on N will be denoted by
USN -{(N,v,.F) :.F is union stable} . An allocation rule on USN is a map ry
that assigns to each union stable cooperation structure ( N, v, .F) a payoff vector,
ry(N,v,.F) E l[YN which is component-e„fficient and component-dummy:
(1) For all (N, v,.F) E USN, M E C,~(N), we have ~~Ely ry; (N, v,.F) - v(M).
(2) For all i ~ ~JMECFI~,I M, we have ry; (N,v,.F) - 0.
In order to prove that the position value is an allocation rule, we need the
following result.

6

Lemma 1 Let (.N,v,.~) be a union stable cooperation structure urith N~.~ a~ad
(C, v~~ the associated conference game. Define the partition {Dl, Dy, ..-, DP}
of C 6y D, -{D E C: D C N;, N; E C~(N)} . Then v~ -~?1 vD~, where the
games (C, vD~ ~ are defined by vD~ (A) - v~ (A n D;) , for all A C C, 1 C i C p.

Proof. If A C C. then
vc (A) - v~ (U (A n D;)1 - vUy-~(AnD,)(~,)
`.-i
f
~

v(M) -

A1ECUp i(.tnv,)(N)
P

v(M)

P

-~
i-1

~
h1EUo iCAnv;(N)

~

v(M)

P

-~v~(AnD,)-~vD~(A).

MECAnDi(N)

i-1

1-1

The equality in the second line follows directly from proposition 6(b) (iii).O
Theorem 1

The position value ~r : USN -~ II2N, is an allocation rule.

Proof.

We first prove that the position value satisfies component-dummy. If
2~ UMECF(N) ~h this player is not in any feasible coalition. Therefore C; - 0
and ~; (N, v, .~) - 0, by definition.
To prove component-efficiency, let 1~1 E C,~(N). Then either ~M~ - 1 or
~M~ 1 1. If ~~LI~ - 1, then 1LI -{i} and C; - 0. Hence, ~iE~~ ~r; (N,v,.~) 0- v({i}) , since v is zero-normalized. If ~M~ ~ 1, then C; ~ 0, for all i E M.
Moreover as M E Cf(N), denoting all basis elements which are contained in 11-7
by Bk, k E K, we have M - UkEK Bk. Hence, if i E M, then Ci C{Bk}kEK.
Suppose on the contrary that C E C; and C~ Bk for all k E K. Then, we have
C n(N ` M) ~ 0. Moreover, since i E M n C, it follows that M U C E.F, but
this contradicts that ltl E Cf-(N). Therefore, applying lemma 1 and using the
properties of the Shapley value:

~~'(N'v'~)-~

iEM

iEA-1

-

~ C~~~C~vC~

CEC, I

I

~
{(Bk}kEK'IBkI72}

-

~

) l
IBkI IBkIJ ~Bk ~~'vc~

~Bk (C~ vc~

l{Bk}kEK'~Bk~Ji}
-

~

~Bk

~C,1JDk~

-vDk

~{Bk}kEK~

{(BkIkEK'IBk~12}

-71C ({Bk}kEK nDk) - vC ~{Bk}kEK~ - 1J (M) .

O
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Definition 8 An allocation rule ry: US~" -. 1[~N is additive if 7(N, v f w„~) 7(N, v„~) f 7 (,~', w„~), for all (N, v,.~) ,(N, w, .~) E USN.
Definition 9 The support H E C tis called superfiuous for (N,v,.F) E USN if
vc(A) - vc(A` {H}), for all A C C, i.e., if H is a null player in the conference game. An allocntion rule 7: USN -~ IIYN has the superfluous support
pmperty ij ry (N, v, .~) - ry(N, v,1i `{H}) , for all (N, v„~) E USN and for
every superfluous support H E C for (N, v,.i).
Theorem 2 The position value n satisfies additivity and the superfluous support
property.

Proof. Additivity follows directly from the additivity of the Shapley value.
Let (N,v,.~) E USN. Let H E C be a superfluous support. We have to prove
n(N, v, ,~) -~(N, v, Li `{H}) . For each i E N, by definition
~i(N,v,f)-~ 1 ~c(C,vc),
CEC, ICI

rrT (N,v,Ci` {H}) -

~

i~l~c ( C `{H},vc`{H}1

CEC;`{H}

J

If i E H, we can deduce

~i (N, v, ~) -

~

C ~c (C, vc) f H ~H (C, vc) ,

CEC;`{H} I

I

I

I

where ~H (C, vc) - 0, since H is a superfluous support and hence a null player
in the conference game ( C, vc) . Therefore, for all i E N,

~i (N, v, ~) -

~
CEC;`{H} I

C ~c (C, vc) .
(

This implies that it suffices to prove that ~c (C, vc) -~c (C `{H} , vC`{H})
for all C E C`{H} . Applying the Shapley formula,

~c (C, vc) -

-

~
7 (S) [vc ( S) - vc (S ` {C})~
{scc:cES}

~

~y (S) [v~ (S) - v~ (S ` {C}))

{SCC : CES, HES}

~-

~

7 (S) [v~ (S) - v~ (S ` {C})] ,

{SCC:CES,HQS}

where y(S) -(s - 1)! (c - s)!~ c!, s- ~S~ , c- ~C~ . To each coalition S C C
which contains the superfluous support H corresponds -when H is deleted- a
coalition which does not contain it, and this relation is bijective. Therefore,
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4ic (C, vc) -

~

ry (S) [v~ (S ` {H}) - v~ ((S ` {C}) ~ {H})]

{SCC:CES,HES}
}

~,

~Y (S) [vC (S) - vC (S `{C})]

{SCC:CES,H~S}

-

~

(y (s u {H}) ~ y (s)) [„~ (s) - v~ (s ` {c})]

{SCC:CES,H~S}
-

~

(3 - 1)~(C i)3 - 1)~ [vC

{SCC`{H}:CES}

-

~
{SCC`{H}:CES}

(S) - ,UC (S ` {~. })]

`

(S - 1)1 (C - s - 1)~ jvC`{H} (S) - vc`{H}
(S `{C}) l
(c - 1)~
IL
J

- ~c (C `{H} , vc`{H}1
Note that v~ (S) - vC`{H} ( S) Jbecause S C C`{H}.

~

Let (N,v,.~) be a union stable cooperation structure. The infiuence of a
player i is given by I; (N, v,.~) -~cEC. 1~ ~C~.
The triple (N,v,.F) E USN is called support anonymous if there exists a
function f: {0,1, . .., ~C~} --. 1CP such that v~ (A) - f(~A~) , for all A C C, i.e.,
if the conference game ~C, v~) is anonymous.
An allocation rule y : USf" ~ IIFN has the infíuence property if for each
(N,v,.~) E USN that is support anonymous there exists an a E IIt such that
ry; (N,v,.~) - aI; (N,v„F) , for all i E N.
So, if the value of the grand coalition only depends on the number of supports
that are present, the payoffs to the players are proportional to its influence.
Theorem 3 The position value n sntisfies the influence pmperty.
Proof. Consider (N, v, .~) E USN that is support anonymous. This means that
the game (C, v~~ is anonymous, hence ~c (C, v~) - v~ (C) ~ ~C~ , for all C E C.
Thus, for all i E N, we have
~, (N v .~) - ~

1 ~c ( C v~)

CEC: ICI

[[[~~~

1

( 1 vc (C)~

- CEC; ICI `ICI

-~~I ) ~ ICI - vl~i )I;(]V,v,.F).
CEC;

We may conclude with the choice of a- v~ (C) ~ ~C~.

~

The following example illustrates the influence property of the position value
in a union stable cooperation structure.
Exnmple 4. Let N- { 1, 2, 3, 4} and let (N, v, .~) be the triple as considered in
Example 3. Then, the influence Il - 1~3, since Cl -{{ 1, 2, 3} }, IZ - I3 - 2~3,
since C2 - C3 -{{1,2,3},{2,3,4}}, and I4 - 1~3, since C4 -{{2,3,4}}. So,
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I(N,z~,.T) -(1~3,2~3,2~3,1~3). In this case, ( N,v„~) is a support anonymous
system. Indeed, let f:{0, 1,2} ~ IR be such that f(0) - 0, f(1) - 2, and
f(2) - 3, then v~(A) - f(~A~), A C C. The position value is n(N,v,.~) 3~2 (1~3, 2~3, 2~3, 1~3) , where the number a- 3~2, as it was shown in the proof
of theorem 3.
Lemma 2 Let ,~ be a union stnble system, such that the ezpression of ench
non-unitary feasible coalition as a union of non-unitary supports is unique. If
S- IJiE~ S;, nndT - ~J~E~T~ with Si,Tj E C, for all i, j, then S C T if and only
tf {Si}iEl C {Tl}~EJ'

Proof.

Let S C T. If {S;}iE~ is not contained in {T~}~E~, then there is Sk,
k E 1, such that Sk ~ T~, for all j E J. Hence, T- ~J~E~T~ - (~JjE JTi~ U Sk
since Sk C S C T, and consequently, the expression of T as a union of supports
is not unique in contradiction with the hypothesis. The converse is obvious. O
Next, we obtain an axiomatic characterization of the position value on the
class of the union stable cooperation structures (N,v,,F) such that:

(1) For all S, T E.F, with ~S f1 T~ ~ 2 we have S f1 T E.~.
(2) All non-unitary feasible coalitions can be written in a unique way as a
union of non-unitary supports.
We will denote by USIN the subclass of USN where the above two conditions
are true. The following result is a generalization of the chazacterization for the
position value given by Borm, Owen and Tijs [i], since in a communication
situation the non-unitary supports aze the edges of the graph and the feasible
coalitions are the connected ones and the subclass of communication situations
for which the communication graphs do not contain cycles satisfy the two above
conditions.
Theorem 4 The position value is the unique allocation rule on USIN that satisfies additivity, the superfluous support property and the infiuence pmperty.
Proof. To prove uniqueness, let ~r,ry : USIN ---. IIY~`' be two allocation rules
that satisfy the three properties. We prove that ~r (N, v,,F) - ry(N, v, .~) . The
game (N, v) is zero-normalized and v- ~{TCN:~T~~21 aTUT, where uT are the
unanimity games. Moreover, since ~r and ry are additive allocation rules, it suffices
to show rr (N, auT,.~) - ry(N, auT,.~) for all T C N, ~T~ ~ 2, a E IIF. Two cases
will be distinguished:
(a) There exists a coalítion S E .~ such that T C S.
(b) There is no coalition S E.T such that T C S.
We first consider (b). As there is no coalition S E.~ such that T C S
(auT)c (A) - a

~

uT(M) - 0, for all A C C,

MEC~(N)

which implies that the conference game associated to auT is the null game, and
consequently, ~c (C, ( auT)c) - 0, for all C E C. So ~r; ( N, auT,.F) - 0, for all
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i E N. On the other hand, if (auT)~ - 0, it means that each support of C is
superAuous and hence ~(.N, auT, ,F) - y(N, auT, Ci `C) . Moreover, the triple
(N, auT, Ci `C) is support anonymous and then the influence property implies
that there is a~3 E II8 such that ry(N, auT, Ci `C) -~iI (N, auT, Ci `C) - 0.
Therefore a(N, auT,.F) - ry(N, auT,.F) - 0.
Now consider ( a). By assumption, the set {F E.F : T C F} is non-empty
and define T- n{F E.F : T C F}. We have that T~ 0 and by condition (1) of
USIN it follows that T E.F. It is also immediate that T is the minimal feasible
set that contains the set T. Proposition 7 implies there are B; E C such that
T- ~JiE~ Bi. Thus, the conference game associated to auT is
(aZiT)~ : 2~ -r 1[2,

( auT)~ (A) -

a if T E Á,
{ 0 otherwise.

Moreover, T E .Á b{B;}iE~ C A, since each non-unitary feasible coalition
can be written in a unique way as a union of non-unitary supports. Hence
a if {Bi}iE~ C A~
(auT)~ (,,4) - I
l0 otherwise.
Notice that all supports B E C such that B~{B;}iE~, are superfluous in the
conference game, and so the superfluous support property implies that
~r(N,auT,.F) - a (N,auT„~) ,

and ry(N,auT„F) - ry (N,auT,.~) ,

where .F' - ~J {{j} : {j} E ~} U ({B;}iE~).
The conference game associated to auT in .~ is support anonymous since,
(auT){B:}:e f (A) - r a

Sl0

if .A - {Bi}iE~ ~

otherwise.

Hence, applying t.he influence property for the allocation rules ~r and ry, there
is a,(i,á E II8 such that ~r (N,auT,,~) - áI (N,auT,,~) and y (N,auT,.~) ~I (N,auT,.~).

So, if i E N`T then I; (N,auT,.~)

- 0, and therefore

~r; (N, auT, .~) - yi (N, auT,,~) - 0. Let i E T. Since T E Cf~ ( N), componentefficiency implies
~~Yi ~N~auT~~~~ - auT ll ~ - ~7fi ~N,au7',,~),
iET
iET

and thus,

~ ~ji ~N' auT' x~ - ~ áli ~N~ auT ~ ~~ '
iET

iET

Subtracting, ~iET (Q - á) I; (N, auT, ,~) - 0, and as for T E Cf~ ( N) it is
satisfied that ~iET li (N, auT,.F') ~ 0, it is deduced that Q- á.
O
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4

Convexity

We study now the conditions under which the convexity is inherited from the
underlying game to the conference game and we show that under the same conditions the position value is in the core of the restricted game. Shapley [11]
showed that a game ( N, v) is convex if and only if v(Tl U T2) - v(Tl) - v(TZ) ~
v(Sl US2) - v(Sl )- v(SZ), where Tl nT2 - 0, Sl C Tl, SZ C TZ. In the following
result we will extend this condition. For this we will use that a game (N, v) is
convex if and only if v(T U R) - v(T) ~ v(S U R) - v(S), for all S C T C N`R.
Lemma 3 Ij the game (N, v) is convex, then

v(UT'1 -~v(T')~v(US'I -~v(S:), forallk-2,3,...,
`,-~ j ;-~
`,-~ j ;-~
where T; n T; - 0, i~ j,nnd S; C T;, for al! i.
Proof. Let S; C T; for all i and T; n T~ - 0. It is satisfied that
v(Tl UT2UT3U...UTk) - v(Tl) 1 v(Sl UT2UT3U--~UTk) -v(Sl),
since Sl C Tl C N`{T2 U.~. U Tk} . Similarly,

v(S1UT2UT3U-.~UTk)-v(T2) ~v(S1US2UT3U~~.UTj~)-v(SZ),

since SZ C T2 C N`{Sl U T3 U... U Tk} . Following in the same way:
v(S1US2U...USk-lUTk)-v(Tk)7v(S1US2U...USk-lUSk)-v(Sk).
since Sk C Tk c N`{Sl U S2 U... U S~-1 }. Now, by adding all k inequalities
wefindv(T1UT2U~.-UTk)-~k l v(T;)Jv(S1US2U.--USk)-~~` l v(S;).

Theorem 5 Let (N, v, .~) E USIN.
game (C, v~~ is convex.

If ( N, v) is convex, then the conference

Proof. We have to prove that given C E C and S C T C C`{C} it holds
that v~ (T U{C}) - v~ (T) ~ vc (S U{C}) - v~ (S) . Taking into account the
definition of the conference game, this boils down to

~
TECTU c}(N)

v(T) -

~
TEC~(N)

v(T) ~

~

- SECSU c(N)

v(S) -

~

v(S).

SEC~(N)

Let CT(N) -{T1iT2,...,Tk} u{Tkf1,Tkf2,...,Th} such that T; nC ~ 0
for all i- 1, ..., k and T; n C- 0 for all i- k f 1, . .., h. Let i- 1, ..., k,
we first show that ]T; n C~ - 1. Suppose ]T; n C~ ~ 2, then T; n C E.~, since
(N, v,.~) E USIN and T;nC ~ C because otherwise C C T; and then C E T but
this contradicts the fact that T C C`{C}. As T; n C C T; E T and T; n C E.~,
then T; n C is either a support or a union of non-unitary supports of T. Hence,
since C- C U(T; n C) and T; n C~ C, we deduce that C could be expressed in
two different ways as a union of supports contradicting that (N,v,.F) E USIN.
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Clearly, T~ n C~ 0, ..., Tk n C~ 0, and Tl U C E.~, ..., Tk U C E.~, hence
Tl U--. U Tk U C E.~. i~loreover, as we showed above, etirery Tl, ...,Tk contains
a unique elernent of C. For this reason, the maximal feasible coalitions of N in
T U{C} will be {Tl U--. U Tk U C, Tkt1, Tk}2, ..., Th} . Therefore, we obtain
k
~

v(T)-

TECTU(c}{N)

~

v(T)-v(TrU--.UTkUC)-~v(T;).

TEC:r(N)

i-1

An analogous reasoning leads to
P
~

v(S) -

SECsu{c}(N)

~

v(S) - v(SI u--- U Sp u C) -~ v(S;),

SECS(N)

i-1

with S; E CS(N), S; n C~ 0, i - 1, . .. , p and each S; contains a unique element
of C. Consequently, the following inequality remains to be proved:
k

p

v(T~U..~UTkUC)-~v(T;)1v(SIU.-.USpUC)-~v(S;).
i-1

(1)

i-1

First, Tl U--- U Tk U C- Tl U--- U Tk U C~, where G'~ C C is defined by

C~-{íEC:i ~TIU.-.UTk}. Moreover,SlU---U SpUC -SIU...U SyUC~,

whereG'~~CCisdefinedbyC~-{iEC:i~S1U~.~USp}.
On the other hand, since S C T we have S C 7 and if S; is a maximal
feasible coalition of N in S, then S; C T; for a unique maximal feasible coalition
T; of N in 7. So, p c k and without loss of generality Sl C Tl ,..., Sp C Ty.
Since S; C T; they must contain the same element of C, hence S;nC - T;nC.
Notice that C C G'~~ C C, therefore we have that C~~ - G'~ U(G'~~ `G'~ ) C C, and
for each T~, where j- p f 1, ... , k, thére is an element s(j) E (C~ `G'~) such
that s(j) E T~ and consequently s(j) ~ s(i) for all i, j E{pf 1,...,k}, i~ j.
By lemma 3, convexity of (N, v) implies
v (TIU---UTpUTp}.lU--~UTkUC) -v(Tl)-----v(Tk)-v(C~)
~v(SIU.-.USpU{s(pfl)}U...U{s(k)}UC)-v(Sl)
- - - - - v(Sp) - v ({s(p f 1)}) - . . . - v ({s(k)}) - v (G`~) .
By simplifying the above expression and taking into account that the game
(N, v) is zero-normalized, we find
k
v (TIU..-UTpUTp.FIU.--UTkUC~) -~v(T;)
i-1
P

1 v(Sl U... U Sp U (C ~`C~) U C)-~ v(S;),
i-1

and as Tl U..- U Tk U G'~ - Tl U--. U Tk U C, and moreover

S1U-.-USpU(C~`C)UC -S1U..-USpUC,
13

we may conclude that the inequality (1) is satisfied.

O

We now describe the core of the ,~-restricted game in terms of the feasible
coalitions.
Proposition 8 Let (N,v,.~) a union stable cooperatáon structun?, then
C(v~~ -{x E 1CtN : x(N) - vF(N), x(S) ? v(S) for all S E.~} .
Proof. Let x E C(vs), then x(N) - vf(N), and x(S) ? v~(S), for all S C N.
Therefore, x(N) - vf (N), x(S) ? vf (S) - v(S), for al! S E.~ and furthermore
x({i}) 1 v~({i}) - 0. On the other hand, let x E IE~t such that x(N) - v~(N),
and x(S) ~ v(S), for all S E.~. Then, for all S C N, if Cf-(S) - 0 then
v~(S) - 0 and as x E IltN, we have x(S) 1 v~(S) - 0. If Cf(S) ~ 0, set
C,~-(S) -{Sl, S2, ..., Sk} with Up-1 Sp C S and hence,

~(S) -~ x' j L~ I L~ x~ I
iES
p-1
iESp

~~ v(SP) - V" (S).
p-1

Theorem 6 Let (N, v,.F) E USIN such that ( N, v) is a convex game.
~r (N, v,.~) E C (v~) .

Then,

Proof. By theorem 5, (C,vc~ is convex and, therefore ~(C,vc~ E C~vc~ . We
first show that 4' (C, vc~ 1 0. By definition

~c (C, vc) -

~
7 (S) [vc (S U {C}) - vc (S)] , C E C.
{scc:c~s}

So, we have to prove v~ (S U{C}) - vc (S) ? 0. By convexity of vc we have
vc (S U{C}) -vc (S) ~ vc ( {C}), therefore it suffices to show that vc ({C}) ~ 0.
Indeed, vc ({C})
-~TEC{c}1N1 v(T) - v(C) ~ 0 since v is superadditive and
zero-normalized. As 4'c ~C, vc~ ~ 0 then rr (N, v,.~) E]I~~ . We now prove that
~iEN ~; (N, v,.~) - v~(N). Putting Cf-(N) - {Nl, . . . , Nk} , we have
~ ~í (Ni vr ~) iEN

~

~i (Ne ve ~) }

i~lJ~-~ N~

~

~i (Ni v, ~)

iE~J~-t Ni

k
-

~
~i `N, v, ~) - L~
j-1
iE~fk~-i N~

~ ~i `N, v, ~)
iENj

k

- ~ v (N~) - v~(N),
~-i
since the position value is component-efficient and satisfies component-dummy
because it is an allocation rule.
Finally, we prove that ~tES ~; (N,i~,.~) 1 v(S), for all S E .F, S~ 0. If S is
a unitary coalition {i}, ~ri (N,v„~) 1 v({i}) - 0. If S is not a unitary coalition,
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as S is feasible, it is a union of non-unitary supports. Moreover, this expression
is unique. Thus, let S- UkEx Sk, Sk E C. Then

~ ~i (N, v, ~) - ~
iES

iES

~ C ~~ (C, v~)
CEC; I

.

I

As C; ~{Sk : i E Sk} and 4iC (C, vc~ ~ 0, we obtain that

~ ~i (N, ~, ~) ? ~ ~
~
1 ~sk (~~ ~C~
iES
iES
{Sk:iESk} Iskl

(C,vC)
Jsk[, ~Sk
-kÉK `ISkI
~ vC
({Sk}kEx~ -

~

MEC{Sk

v(M) - v(S),

}kE!( ~N}

since S E {Sk}kEx and S- ~JkEx Sk. The last inequa}ity is due to the fact that
~C (C, v~) E C (v~).
O
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